Tessa's Touch-Brenda Hiatt 2017-04-24

notorious Shadowlands club's open house. There, a sadistic Dom—a fellow professor--teaches her that she loves pain with ... is off-limits. Retired Special Forces colonel, Ghost has been a widower for long enough. Although he's ready to love ... more beautiful now. They were both older and wiser. Could their life experiences help them remain sane this time around?

Bedded By A Bad Boy (Mills & Boon Modern)-Heidi Rice 2010-12-01

Dark, brooding and incredibly handsome playboy Monroe Alice doesn't dare to dream of such a man. And yet all her dreams ... even though she knows he'll bed her and never wed her. But will he change his ways once he discovers Jessie is pregnant?

Free download with over 800 five star reviews!

#1), a free download with over 800 five star reviews!

into the secrets of who he was, what he'd discovered, and why they are after him. His own identity, he realizes, may be ... available is Jack Mars' #1 bestselling LUKE STONE THRILLER series (7 books), which begins with Any Means Necessary (Book

grappling with his own memory loss. Life returns only fleetingly back to normal for Kent before he finds himself summoned ... with a lover he can barely trust, Kent is setup to fail. His memory is quickly returning, though, and with it, flashes

absolutely wild for him. Sure, she doesn't know his history. Doesn't know that the man she lets touch every inch of her ... sweet doc right to her core. Terror would make her run. He doesn't want her running. He just wants her in his bed. But

have been enough. So why does she start wanting more? But they have rules. She has rules. No emotions. No ties. She has a ... for the good girl. James can't keep his hands off his sexy little doctor. She's buttoned down for everyone else but goes

woman who raised her is the well-known courtesan, Mrs. Danforth. After an angry and tearful confrontation with her ... few weeks, Mr. Westbrooke declares his intentions to Charlotte to make her his wife. She can be no one's wife but cannot

Kabbalah for Beginners: An Introduction to Jewish Mysticism-Theo Lalvani 2021-08-19

The Kabbalah has long languished in obscurity, but the recent interest in Jewish mysticism has reawakened interest in the ... itself, with many of the ideas present in the Hebrew Scriptures interpreted in the canon of Kabbalah. Applying Jewish

#1), a free download with over 800 five star reviews!

The new sex isn't just different. It's better. Kinky. Absolutely different. "The book was steamy, fast-paced and hard to put down." Other great reviews:

Tangled up in Ice-Charlotte Byrd 2019-02-14

I have debts to pay and secrets to keep. When someone threatens my life, I have to take desperate measures to ... I'm broke and I can barely see straight. It's a miracle I even make it to the end of the month. We are all wrong for each other. He's cold, uninterested and demanding. How can something so good turn so bad so quickly?

Can true love really conquer all? Find out in this romantic, fast-paced, standalone, contemporary, royal romance from USA...

Deal with the Devil is book two in the Devil trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Amelia Wilde. The Devil and the Deep Blue Sea must be read first.

this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a ... of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Artificial Intelligence in Engineering-Graham Winstanley 1991-02-18

Addresses the broad spectrum of engineering disciplines and introduces AI as a powerful engineering tool capable of providing effective and significant assistance to that component of the design and development process as well as to the constructor and operator of the end product.

An indepth analysis upon factors preventing CPFP is conducted. Further usage and practical application areas will conclude the work.
Welcome to Heart Falls, where there's more at stake than the future of the Silver Star ranch. A standalone novel by New York Times bestselling author Vivian Arend. With the ranch teetering on the brink of disaster, accepting an invitation to the gala of the year is a top business priority for Luke Stone. Having a significant other on his arm isn't merely a good idea; it's a necessity. Doesn't matter that he's currently single—there's a logical solution. Kelli is easy company, a vital part of ranch operations, and failing to bring Silver Star's granite god with her is a big mistake. She'll be perfect. Kelli has spent a lot of overtime over the past few years since she finally walked onto the ranch. Firefighter, challenge, though, has been keeping her busy on the constant ranch life. Now they're on a weekend, work-related event, she's not sure what to expect. That's signed her up for the role of the perfect rancher's bride-to-be. Excerpt: Keywords: Canadian Author: cowgirl, western, contemporary, stand-alone. Five friends who enjoy Jennifer Ryan, Jana Marckova, Kate Pearce, Linda Watson Miller, Lindsey McKenna, Diana Palmer, Maisey Yates, Vicki Lewis Thompson, Lorelei James.

Detective Silas Warren and CSI Madison Corman uncover evidence of a possible connection between their victim, they are led back to their old friend, Carissa Patterson, who never played nice. As they're diving further down the rabbit hole, the Ghost strikes again, giving them a gift they'll never forget.